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donna's going to be performing at the david foster foundation's fundraiser, crescendo, on march 29 at the halifax metro center. she'll be sharing the stage with natalie cole and comedian sinbad, and they will be backed by symphony nova scotia. the event will raise funds to help canadian families with children who need organ transplants. the bad news is that they don't sell individual tickets to the show. you either have to buy a whole table (and those seem to be sold out) or you need to buy a weekend pass to the whole crescendo event. more info is available at davidfosteratlantic.ca. "the growth of the david foster foundation's annual crescendo fundraising event has been nothing short of amazing. the support of our donors, sponsors and contributors has been truly remarkable, and we are so grateful to each and every one of you for making this
event a huge success." the david foster foundation is dedicated to improving the lives of children with rare and life-threatening diseases. the foundation supports the efforts of scientists, physicians, researchers and volunteers who are working to find a cure for these devastating illnesses. the foundation's programs are focused on children, providing support to assist families with the unique challenges they face and assisting with the care of hospitalized children. established in 1998 by david foster and his wife shirley, the david foster foundation is a nonprofit organization dedicated to improving the lives of children with rare and life-threatening diseases through the support of scientists, physicians, researchers and volunteers who are working to find a cure. the foundation is headquartered in montreal, with offices in toronto, new york city, los angeles

and shanghai. the foundation's support covers research, clinical care, education and training, and health services for children and families living with these illnesses.
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our man david foster recently wrapped up another successful tour of europe. he played several dates in the uk and probably played some dates in germany, too. so he has done some sight-seeing,
according to this story from uk's daily mail. i'll lay odds that he has seen jaws at least three times and maybe four times! (i think a fair percentage of his audience is known as shark huggers. lol) anyway,
according to this article, david recently went to a theatre in london. he had never been to a theatre before so they were a bit surprised when they showed up and were greeted by a big banner that read:
"welcome to david foster's first theatre experience." wow!! now we know where unbreak my heart comes from! lol [aug 31] i guess the best place to start is with release news. i got an itunes news alert

this week advertising the latest donna summer release to hit the service. it is the long awaited.. shout it out! lol i have to say that i'm actually surprised that we didn't hear about this sooner - we've been
long overdue for yet another release of that collection. (for those who are unfamiliar with the shout it out collection - it's a bunch of tracks that donna recorded with a group before she was a famous diva.

somebody found them and figured out that they could make money off of them and probably if the songs had been released as they were originally recorded, they would be okay. a bit dated - but still
okay. but whoever got the tapes decided to update the arrangements a bit and manipulate the recordings to bring donna's voice out more. which doesn't make a whole lot of sense in the tracks where she
is singing background. lol add to that the fact that it's been releases upwards of 40 times and that many times the shout it out releases have the most strange and/or hideous artwork imaginable and you

can see why the collection has become sort of a running joke among diehard fans. ) sadly the art for this one is based on the once upon a time cover picture. i much prefer the release that had just one big
eye on the cover. (even though it gave me nightmares. lol) 5ec8ef588b
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